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In its Sixth Edition, this acclaimed text continues to be the most student-friendly clinical chemistry

text available, featuring clear explanations that strike just the right balance of analytic principles,

techniques, and correlation of results with disease states. All chapters have been thoroughly

updated with the latest information as well as new case studies, practice questions, and exercises.

This edition not only covers the how of clinical testing but also places greater emphasis on the what,

why, and when in order to meet the needs of today's clinical laboratorians. A companion Website

offers the full text online, objectives, a quiz bank, flashcards, glossary, and appendices for students

and improved instructor's resources.
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I purchased to book to help with medical calculations for the assays that we run. The book does

have some help with those calculations, but not many. However there are items that I have had to

research a bit in my laboratory about why certain reactions occur, if this is a possilbe reaction and I

did find data that was useful. I do believe that it will be helpful on other questions that I have to pose

with my job, as Chemistry Manager in my clinical laboratory.

It's alright. Language is chewy, simple things are not very well explained, I actually had to search

google for a better explanation. Really?



As expected and prompt delivery!!!

Great book. Worthy to read and use for study. Not complicated when explaining difficult terms.

Recommended for university reading and review.

While this book is fairly easy to read, I stopped reading it about halfway through my class because

of the constant errors and typos. It is also inconsistent, which I think is mostly due to the fact that

each chapter is written by a different person or group of people. Where one chapter says

vasopressin, the next says ADH, and the next AVP. After coming across so many errors I stopped

trusting the book. I wouldn't recommend it unless you know enough to spot the errors in the first

place, and that kind of defeats the purpose.

Seller identified this book as like-new, and that was accurate. No high-lighting, no torn/bent pages.

Very good condition. Some bent corners on the book cover, but that is to be expected. Even brand

new books can have that, simply due to transport.

Fantastic clinical chemistry book, written primarily for MT/MLT students, but also a good source for

more senior techs and pathologists. Clear, well written text, excellent illustrations. Highly

recommended.

My sister needed this product for school so I purchased it through  for her. It arrives as promised in

excellent condition. She got a great bargain as opposed to her college bookstore's prices.
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